
 

The quality of video files can be controlled by the settings of your computer, monitor, and hard disk. One important setting that is often overlooked is the resolution level. The higher the resolution, or pixel size, generally corresponds to higher quality video playback. Mukhtar Nama 720p Vs 1080p | LEARN-HACKING.COM Video file formats are measured in pixels (px) and resolutions are typically
measured in width x height (width x height). For example, if you are viewing a video file with width 1,024 pixels and height 768 pixels, the video resolution is said to be 1,024 x 768 (or 1024 by 768). This is the most common computer monitor resolution for Windows Vista. Mukhtar Nama 720p Vs 1080p | LEARN-HACKING.COM You may find that even if your video file is of high quality it plays
back poorly, or choppy (jittery). This could be caused by many things including your internet connection speed, computer hardware/software configuration or space available on your hard disk. Increasing the resolution can usually help to smooth out playback. If you are using a video file with smaller than normal pixels, increasing the resolution will also cause the video to play back larger than normal.
This can be beneficial if your monitor supports wide screen monitors. Mukhtar Nama 720p Vs 1080p | LEARN-HACKING.COM An important concept to understand is that video file resolution/pixel size must be kept consistent with its frame rate or frame size. A video file with a different frame rate or frame size must be converted into a video file with the same frame rate or frame size before the
file can be played back. Mukhtar Nama 720p Vs 1080p | LEARN-HACKING.COM In terms of viewing experience, higher resolution will provide a better viewing experience because it provides more details which come from the larger number of pixels. In contrast, lower resolution may not always result in lower quality. This is because for watching most videos, we only care about the position of the
object, not its details. Mukhtar Nama 720p Vs 1080p | LEARN-HACKING. COM In this article, we will take a look at how resolution setting works and how to change it for your favorite video. Mukhtar Nama 720p Vs 1080p | LEARN-HACKING.COM Resolution is specified in pixels, just like picture size. Example: 800 x 600, 1024 x 768, etc.. The more pixels the better the resolution or image
quality. The number of pixels are affected by four factors: Mukhtar Nama 720p Vs 1080p | LEARN-HACKING.COM 1) Pixel Size - Actual physical size of one pixel. This is related to the pixel size of the original image being digitized i.e.
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